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Single subject fMRI has proved to be a useful tool for mapping functional areas in
clinical procedures such as tumor resection. Using fMRI data, clinicians assess the risk,
plan and execute such procedures based on thresholded statistical maps. However,
because current thresholding methods were developed mainly in the context of cognitive
neuroscience group studies, most single subject fMRI maps are thresholded manually
to satisfy specific criteria related to single subject analyzes. Here, we propose a new
adaptive thresholding method which combines Gamma-Gaussian mixture modeling with
topological thresholding to improve cluster delineation. In a series of simulations we show
that by adapting to the signal and noise properties, the newmethod performs well in terms
of total number of errors but also in terms of the trade-off between false negative and
positive cluster error rates. Similarly, simulations show that adaptive thresholding performs
better than fixed thresholding in terms of over and underestimation of the true activation
border (i.e., higher spatial accuracy). Finally, through simulations and a motor test–retest
study on 10 volunteer subjects, we show that adaptive thresholding improves reliability,
mainly by accounting for the global signal variance. This in turn increases the likelihood
that the true activation pattern can be determined offering an automatic yet flexible way
to threshold single subject fMRI maps.
Keywords: mixture models, random field theory, false negative errors, spatial accuracy, reliability
INTRODUCTION
The final outcome from fMRI analyzes is a map showing which
areas are most likely involved in certain sensory-motor or cogni-
tive skills. After appropriate data pre-processing, a general linear
model (GLM) is fitted to the measured signal and a T-test looking
for difference between conditions or between a given condition vs.
rest is performed. The result is a 3D volume of T-values. Given
these T-values, each voxel is labeled as being “active” (involved
in the task) or “not-active” (not involved in the task) based on an
ad-hoc threshold. This procedure has been successfully used in the
context of cognitive neuroscience group studies for population
inference. However, three major problems need to be addressed in
order to improve inference at the subject level when used for clin-
ical decision making, namely: (1) the impact of signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) on thresholding, (2) the relative importance of Type
I versus Type II error rates, and (3) the spatial accuracy of the
thresholded maps. In this paper we investigate how these issues
affect statistical maps and describe a new adaptive thresholding
method which improves cluster detection and delineation.
SNR is usually higher in group studies than in single subject
fMRI. In group studies, one averages the effect (beta parame-
ters of the GLM) observed in multiple subjects, which usually
leads to a stronger signal than that obtained for just one sub-
ject. In addition, statistical significance is assessed in comparison
to the between subject variance, which is less dependent on
scanner related noise than within subject variance. In single sub-
ject analyzes, the effects are usually estimated on a single set
of scans with comparison to the between scan variance. In this
context, the SNR can be low due to scanner noise with poten-
tially high between scan variance. This is particularly true in the
clinical context in which patients are often advanced in age or
impaired by medical conditions (Stippich et al., 2007), resulting
in reduced scanning time (less signal) or increased motion (more
noise). In consequence, researchers often threshold single subject
maps manually based on prior anatomo-functional knowledge
and expectations (O’Donnell et al., 2011) rather than using the
signal properties or the statistical values. Such a liberal approach
is problematic as it may prevent reliable results. Depending on
the researcher, clinician, or radiologist, different thresholds will
be used leading to different inferences. Single subject fMRI ana-
lyzes thus require a thresholding method that gives more reliable
results.
Cognitive neuroscience group studies have focused on avoid-
ing false positives, whereas in the clinical context, false negatives
are also an issue. The biggest concern of the researcher or clinician
using fMRI is validity, i.e., is the brain activation that is observed
real or an artefact? Statistical methods reflect this point of view by
controling for the probability of a false positive error, i.e., report-
ing an activation that is not present. By contrast, the goal of a
surgical procedure such as tumor resection is to remove as much
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diseased tissue as possible while preserving mental and cognitive
capabilities. In this context, surgeons are not only interested in
delineating eloquent cortical areas, but also in delineating the tis-
sue that is not involved with a particular cognitive skill. Therefore,
the error of reporting an area as not active, and safe to cut out,
when in fact it is active (a false negative error) has more profound
consequences than a false positive error. In single subject fMRI
which is used for clinical decision making, it is thus more impor-
tant to have a method that provides a good balance between the
two expected error rates rather than one that controls perfectly
for only one of the two error rates.
The spatial extent of active areas is also of greater importance
in the clinical context than in cognitive neuroscience studies. In
the latter, it is often sufficient to answer the question of where
certain neuronal processes take place in an average brain. As a
consequence, many publications report only the peak coordinates
of activation. However, in the clinical context, the precise location
matters. In the case of presurgical planning for example, deci-
sions about the safety of the procedure and extent of the resection
are made based on the distance between a tumor and the elo-
quent cortex as revealed by fMRI. The statistical threshold used
influences this distance by changing the spatial extent of acti-
vated areas, whilst it usually doesn’t impact on the peak location.
Therefore, the thresholding method used in single subject ana-
lyzes must allow a good delineation of the true underlying signal
extent.
From a logical perspective, since in most paradigms used
it is expected that some signal is present in the brain, it
seems reasonable to analyze the data assuming a signal model
(Turkheimer et al., 2004). Mixture models represent the entire
distribution of statistical values for a given space as a mixture
of the “active” and “noise” distributions. The first application
of mixture models to fMRI data was proposed by Everitt and
Bullmore (1999). In this initial work, voxels values of a statisti-
cal parametric map (SPM) were modeled as a mixture of central
and non-central chi-square distributions thus producing a distri-
bution corresponding to no activation, and another distribution
corresponding to the presence of some (either positive or neg-
ative) activation. After fitting the model, posterior probabilities
were obtained for each voxel to be active or inactive and this
SPMwas thresholded to reveal significantly activated areas. At the
heart of such approach is the assumption that signal and noise,
in particular the null distribution, can be separated via model-
ing. This idea was later adopted by others (Hartvig and Jensen,
2000; Woolrich et al., 2005) who incorporated spatial priors to
account for the correlation between voxels. Both Hartvig and
Jensen (2000) and Woolrich et al. (2005) used Markow random
fields (MRF) to spatially reguralize labeling of the statistiacal map,
although Woolrich et al. (2005) were the first to train parameters
of the MRF from the data in a Bayesian way.More recently, Pendse
et al. (2009) considered a mixture of Gaussians to model the null
distribution in an attempt to improve voxelwise false discovery
rate (FDR). They have used Bayesian information criterion (BIC)
to choose howmany mixture components are required accurately
describe the data. However, in this method the inference was car-
ried out on the voxel level without taking into account spatial
characteristics of the signal such as cluster size and suffers from
problems with interpreting which Gaussians correspond to either
noise or activations class.
The aim of our approach is to perform inference on the cluster
level and at the same time provide a good balance between false
positive and negative errors in the delineation of activation bor-
ders. We therefore propose a Gamma-Gaussian mixture model
as a method to account for distributions of T-values in SPMs
(Woolrich et al., 2005) and set a threshold specific to the data
at hand. A natural way to determine this threshold is to take
the point that separates signal from noise. This point is the
crossing between the Gaussian, the model corresponding to no
activation, and the Gamma distribution, the model correspond-
ing to positive activations, and provides a good trade-off between
false positive and negative (voxel-wise) rates. Finally, once this
threshold is established, topological inference via FDR correc-
tion over clusters (Chumbley and Friston, 2009) is used to correct
for the number of tests performed while accounting for spatial
dependencies across voxels, thereby explicitly controling for Type
I cluster rate. This heuristic approach combines advantages of
the different methods mentioned above. Specifically it relies on
a simple model of the SPM, allows adaptive thresholding, and
accounts for multiple comparisons in the context of topological
inference.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
GAMMA-GAUSSIAN MIXTURE MODEL
Following Woolrich et al. (2005), the T-value distribution from
a SPM covering all brain voxels is modeled using a Gamma-
Gaussian mixture model, with the Gaussian distribution as a
model for the null distribution (no activation) and Gamma dis-
tributions as models for the negative (deactivation) and positive
(activation) distributions. Note that due to high degrees of free-
dom in a typical fMRI experiment, i.e., the number of time points
greatly exceeds number of regressors, a normal distribution is
good approximation of Student’s t-distribution. In practice, three
different models are fitted to the data, namely:
p(x) = N(x|μ, σ)
p(x) = πNN(x|μ, σ) + πAGamma(x + μ|k, θ)
p(x) = πDGamma(−(x + μ)|kD, θD) + πNN(x|μ, σ)
+πAGamma(x + μ|kA, θA).
with x representing all the T-values, p(x) the probability dis-
tribution, μ is the mean and σ the standard deviation of the
Gaussian (N) component, k is the shape parameter and θ the
scale parameter of the Gamma component(s), and π is the pro-
portion/contribution of each component (N for Gaussian/noise,
A and D for Gamma/activation–deactivation).
Model 1 is fitted using maximum likelihood estimator, and
Models 2 and 3 are fitted using an expectation-maximization
algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977). In all three models, the
Gaussian component represents the noise. In Model 2, the
Gamma component corresponds to the activations. In Model 3,
Gamma corresponds to the activation and deactivation classes.
Note that Gamma components are shifted by the estimated
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mean of the noise (Gaussian) component (the non-spatial model
described in Woolrich et al., 2005 did not incorporate such
shift). The Gaussian distribution is a natural choice to model
noise, while the Gamma distributions have the advantage of
being restricted to cover only values above (activation) or below
(deactivation) the Gaussian mean. This helps to force these com-
ponents to fit the tails of the distribution. For each model, BIC
is calculated and the model with the highest score is selected.
Although only Model 2 can be used to fit the data as some signal
is expected, fitting all three models offers much more flexibil-
ity. In particular, compared to other approaches (e.g., Pendse
et al., 2009), the explicit model selection via BIC allows the case
when no signal is present (Model 1) to be determined, and avoids
having to attribute subjectively model components to noise or
(de)activations, i.e., Models 2 and 3. Similarly, in the case that
deactivations are present, the mean of the noise component in
Model 2 is biased because the left tail is not well estimated and so
is the positive Gamma component; having an explicit model for
this case (Model 3) allows for deactivations to be present with-
out interfering with the threshold. In the case that Models 2 or
3 are selected, each voxel is assigned a label (activation, deactiva-
tion, and noise) corresponding to the component with the highest
posterior probability. In these cases, the highest T-value among
voxels belonging to the noise class is chosen as the new cluster
forming threshold.
THRESHOLDING PROCEDURE
Models 2 and 3 allow a probability of being active to be assigned
to every voxel. This probability is used to find a threshold that
corresponds to a point in which the probabilities of positive
Gamma and Gaussian are equal, i.e., the crossing point between
the two distributions. This equal probability threshold thus sep-
arates signal from noise. At this stage, topological FDR is used
to control for false positive clusters (Chumbley and Friston,
2009). In the situation when Model 2 or 3 is selected in the first
stage, thus providing evidence of true activation, but none of
the clusters survive the topological FDR step, a heuristic thresh-
old is applied to make sure that some activation is found. In
this case, the cluster with the highest sum of T-values is labeled
as active. We have found that this situation can arise in a few
clinical cases, and this heuristic approach solves the issue. An
overview of the method can be found in Figure 1. Freely avail-
able implementation of the method is available at https://github.
com/chrisfilo/Adaptive-Thresholding for both Nipype (python)
and SPM8 (Matlab®).
SIMULATIONS
To investigate the performance of each method, a total of
2500 time series were simulated. Each simulated time series
included eighty planes of 128 × 128 elements. Half of the planes
included just normally distributed noise (μ = 0, σ2 = 1) and
A B
C D
FIGURE 1 | Overview of the topological FDR inference using our
Gamma-Gaussian mixture model to set adaptively the cluster forming
threshold. GLM produces T-map and residuals (A) Three models are being
fitted to the voxels from the T-map (B) Models include a combination of
deactivation (green), noise (red), and activation (cyan) components.
Smoothness of the image is estimated from the residuals (C) Threshold
estimated from the winning model (B) and smoothness of the image are
used to perform topological inference on cluster extent (D).
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the second half included a pattern of activation added to the
noise. The pattern consisted of six squares of different sizes
(4 × 4, 8 × 8, 12 × 12, 16 × 16, 20 × 20, and 24 × 24). Because
temporal aspects of the fMRI signal such as autocorrelation were
not the focus of this research, the time series consisted of only
two blocks, namely 40 planes of “rest” followed by 40 planes of
“task”. All of the planes were convolved with a Gaussian filter of
full width half maximum (FWHM) of 6mm. The height of the
pattern, representing the strength of the signal, was also varied
(0.04, 0.08, 0.16, 0.32, and 0.64) and for each of the five signal
strengths, data (signal + noise) were simulated 500 times.
Time series generated in this way were fitted with a GLM
model with a single regressor, and no autoregression, high-pass
filtering, or convolution with a hemodynamic response function.
Because neither the simulated signal nor the fitted model included
any temporal dependencies, the selected design (40 “rest” fol-
lowed by 40 “task” planes) was no different from any other
combination, e.g., 5 “rest” followed by 5 “task” blocks repeated
eight times. A single contrast was estimated and thresholded
using topological FDRwith three different cluster forming thresh-
olds. Two fixed cluster forming thresholds were used across all
2500 SPMs, specifically a p-values of 0.05 with family wise error
(FWE) correction (T-value of 4.47) and 0.001 uncorrected (T-
value of 3.19). These thresholds were chosen as they correspond to
defaults values used in the SPM software package (http://www.fil.
ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) and we refer to them as fixed thresholds (FT
0.05 FWE and FT 0.001). This contrasts with the cluster forming
thresholds obtained with the Gamma-Gaussian mixture model
which by nature change with the data. Note that for each map,
all three Gamma-Gaussian models were always fitted and the
model that best described the data according to our BIC selected
to set the cluster forming threshold. In these simulations, Model
2 was always the best model since there was always some signal
plus noise, which also showed that the model selection worked.
We refer to these thresholds as adaptive thresholds (AT). These
simulations therefore allow the performance of AT and FT to be
compared in terms of false positive and false negative cluster rates,
spatial accuracy, and influence of global signal variation.
False positive and negative cluster rates
A false positive cluster was defined as a supra-threshold group
of connected voxels that did not overlap to any extent with the
squares in the true activation pattern. By analogy, a false neg-
ative cluster should be an infra-threshold group of connected
voxels corresponding to a true activation pattern. Because one
cannot obtain negative clusters, we simply defined the false neg-
ative cluster rate as the rate of true patterns that were not
detected, i.e., missed. Comparison of AT with FT were per-
formed in a pair-wise fashion for every simulated time series.
First, false positive and negative cluster rates were calculated for
all three thresholding methods. Second, the differences (trade-
off) between false positive and negative rates were computed.
Third, difference between AT and the two default FT values
(0.001 uncorrected and 005 FWE corrected) for the absolute value
of the trade-offs were obtained. Finally, a percentile bootstrap,
resampled with replacement of the differences between thresh-
olding methods, was used to estimate p-values and confidence
intervals of the mean differences and multiple tests correction
was applied using the Benjamin-Hochberg (B-H) method main-
taining FDR at the 0.05 level (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).
Computing the difference between false positive and negative
rates allowed testing for the average improvement of AT over the
two default FT values in terms of trade-off, i.e., values around 0
mean a good balance between the two types of error. However,
if the method gives two very large errors it can still give a good
trade-off. We thus also computed the total sum of type I and
type II errors, ensuring that AT doesn’t lead to overall larger
errors.
Spatial accuracy
Spatial accuracy was defined as the difference between the overes-
timation and underestimation of cluster’s borders, i.e., it reflects
if cluster’s borders were well delineated. For a given true clus-
ter, the degree of underestimation was defined as the number
of voxels that were falsely declared as not active, and the degree
of overestimation was defined as the number of voxels that were
falsely declared as active. Using these definitions, cluster borders
can be simultaneously overestimated (voxels declared active that
should not be) and underestimated (voxels declared non-active
that should not be—see Figure 2). Note that only true posi-
tive clusters that were observed in all thresholding methods were
used for this analysis to make the count fair between the three
thresholds. In addition, each cluster size was analyzed separately.
Comparisons between AT and FT were performed in a pair-wise
manner using a percentile bootstrap on the Harrell–Davies esti-
mates of the median differences. Multiple tests correction was
applied using B-H method maintaining FDR at the 0.05 level.
Influence of global effects
One major confound that can influence thresholding results is a
global (occurring in all voxels) signal change that is correlated
with the stimuli. This has been commonly referred to in the
literature as “global effect” (Friston et al., 1990; Aguirre et al.,
1998; Gavrilescu et al., 2002; Junghöfer et al., 2005; Murphy
et al., 2009). This global effect results in a shift of all T-values
by a constant. We simulated this effect by taking all the T-maps
of signal height 0.08 and adding a random constant (normally
distributed, μ = 0, σ2 = 1) to all values. T-maps created this
way were thresholding using AT and the two default FT values.
Here only simulations with low SNR were manipulated to inves-
tigate the noisiest scenario. Dice coefficients (Dice, 1945) were
computed for every simulation between the thresholded shifted
and unshifted maps. This allowed the reliability of threshold-
ing methods to be investigated in the context of global effects.
Comparison between AT and FTwas performed using a percentile
bootstrap of the mean of the pair-wise differences between Dice
coefficients.
fMRI DATA AND RELIABILITY ANALYZES
Subjects
Eleven healthy volunteers were recruited. One subject had to be
discarded due to problems with executing the task. The remaining
10 subjects (7 left handed) included 4 males and 6 females with a
median age at the time of scanning of 52.5 years (range 50–58
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A
C
B
D
FIGURE 2 | False positive and negative cluster rates. On the left are
displayed the mean false positive (A) and negative (C) cluster rates. On the
right are displayed the mean clusters trade-off (B) and the difference
between AT and the two default FT values for this trade-off (D). Whiskers
represent 95% confidence intervals estimated using a percentile bootstrap
for each SNR independently (uncorrected for multiple comparisons).
years). The study was approved by the local NHS Research Ethics
Committee.
Paradigm
Subjects had to move a body part corresponding to a picture. The
following instructions were used: “You have to tap your index fin-
ger when you see a picture of a finger, flex your foot when you
see a picture of a foot, and purse your lips when you see a picture
of lips”. A block design with 3 × 15 s activation periods with 15 s
rest periods was used. In every block, subjects moved the index
finger of their dominant hand, or flipped their dominant foot or
pursed their mouth. Movement was paced (0.4Hz) by the visual
stimuli. Four trials were used for training before data acquisi-
tion. Four volumes were acquired for signal stabilization before
stimulus presentation. There were five repetitions of each activa-
tion blocks for a total scan time of 7min 40 s. The paradigm was
implemented using Presentation® Software (Neuro Behavioural
Systems) and stimulus synchronization and presentation was pro-
vided via NordicNeuroLab (http://www.nordicneurolab.com/)
hardware.
MRI parameters
Scanning was performed using a GE Signal HDx 1.5 T clini-
cal scanner at the Brain Research Imaging Centre, University
of Edinburgh (http://www.bric.ed.ac.uk/). Each volunteer was
scanned twice, two (eight subjects) or three (two subjects) days
apart. fMRI data were acquired using echo-planar imaging (EPI)
with a TR of 2.5 s, a TE of 50ms, a flip angle of 90◦, 30 slices
per volume (4mm thick) with interleaved acquisition, an acqui-
sition matrix of 64 × 64 with a FOV of 256 × 256mm (voxel size
4 × 4 × 4mm). A high resolution T1-weighted coronal volume
(156 slices of 1.3mm thickness, acquisition matrix 256 × 256
and FOV 256 × 256mm; voxel size 1 × 1 × 1.3mm) was also
acquired on both days.
Data analysis
Data were processed using SPM (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm/) and FSL (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/) tools within
the Nipype framework (http://nipy.sourceforge.net/nipype/;
Gorgolewski et al., 2011). For every subject, the T1-weighted
volumes from both sessions were coregistered, resliced, and
averaged. A DARTEL template was created using averages from
all subjects (Ashburner, 2007). Additionally a brain mask was
estimated from each average using BET (Smith, 2002). For the
fMRI data, the first four volumes, during which the scanner
reaches steady state, of every EPI sequence were discarded and
remaining images were slice time corrected. Finger, foot, and
lips sequences of left-handed subjects were flipped along the Z-Y
plane. For every subject, all slice time corrected volumes from
all tasks and sessions were realigned and resliced to their mean.
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The mean volumes were coregistered to the subject’s average
T1-weighted volume and the resulting affine transformation was
applied to headers of realigned files. Each EPI volume was then
normalized using the DARTEL template and corresponding flow
field. Finally, data were smoothed with an isotropic 8mm FWHM
Gaussian kernel. Each session was analyzed separately. GLM
(Friston et al., 1994) was used to fit a design matrix consisting
of an autoregressive filtering matrix (AR1), a high pass filter
(128Hz), the task parameters (block onsets and duration for
each body part), the 6 realignment parameters, and multiple
artefacts regressors. High frequency motion or global effect
artefacts were obtained using the Artifact detection toolbox
(http://www.nitrc.org/projects/artifact_detect/). Only voxels
within the previously estimated brain mask were included in
model fitting.
The test-retest reliability was defined by the amount of overlap
between thresholded maps from the two scanning sessions (Dice
coefficient). T-value contrasts were computed for each body part
and the resulting maps were thresholded with a cluster thresh-
old of 0.05 FDR corrected but using AT and the two default
FT values as in the simulations. For every subject, contrast and
thresholding method, Dice similarity (overlap) was calculated
between the two sessions. This has previously been performed for
full brain and within a mask including areas 4a and 4p (Geyer
et al., 1996), and is available in the anatomy toolbox (Eickhoff
et al., 2005, 2006, 2007). The mask was generated in MNI space
and resliced to DARTEL template dimensions. Comparison of
thresholding methods was performed using a percentile boot-
strap on the differences between Dice coefficients. Finally, to
further investigate the impact of AT and FT on reliability, the
Dice values were computed using multiple threshold combina-
tions between sessions, and AT and FT located in this space.
This allowed an understanding of the underlying behavioral of
our reliability metric in relation to different cluster forming
thresholds.
RESULTS
SIMULATIONS
False positive and negative cluster rates
In terms of sensitivity or false negative clusters, AT outperformed
both default FT values. The difference was largest for lower SNR
and a FT of p = 0.05 FWE corrected. In the case of FT of 0.001
uncorrected, AT was more sensitive only for SNR values below
0.14 (Table 1 and Figure 2C). This increase in sensitivity for AT,
especially at low SNR, also came with a higher number of false
positive clusters than FT (see Figure 2A). However, this increase
Table 1 | Statistical analysis the pair-wise difference (AT-FT) comparison of cluster error trade-off.
SNR
0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16
AT–FT 0.001 High CI −0.350 −0.168 −0.118 0.002 −0.018
Mean −0.414 −0.228 −0.154 −0.034 −0.046
Low CI −0.480 −0.288 −0.194 −0.070 −0.076
q-vals <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.059 0.003
AT–FT 0.05 FWE High CI −2.182 −1.242 −0.712 0.428 −0.346
Mean −2.284 −1.324 −0.782 −0.490 −0.394
Low CI −2.390 −1.404 −0.856 −0.550 −0.444
q-vals <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
Q-values correspond to p-values corrected for multiple comparisons using Benjamin-Hochberg method for controling FDR.
Statistically significant tests are highlighted in bold.
Table 2 | Statistical analysis of the pair-wise difference (AT-FT) comparison of the total number of errors (false positive + false negative).
SNR
0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16
AT–FT 0.001 High CI −0.168 0.072 0.06 0.132 0.036
Mean −0.23 0.012 0.022 0.094 0.006
Low CI −0.292 −0.048 −0.018 0.058 −0.024
q-vals <0.0001 0.772 0.50222222 <0.0001 0.772
AT–FT 0.05 FWE High CI −1.91 −0.866 −0.424 −0.16 −0.162
Mean −2.016 −0.956 −0.494 −0.218 −0.214
Low CI −2.126 −1.044 −0.566 −0.276 −0.266
q-vals <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
Q-values correspond to p-values corrected for multiple comparisons using Benjamin-Hochberg method for controling FDR.
Statistically significant tests are highlighted in bold.
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in false positive clusters was comparatively small to the gain in
sensitivity such as the total number of errors was similar to FT;
in fact even better than FT in most cases (see Table 2). Statistical
analysis of the differences between false positive and negative
clusters shows that AT has a better trade-off than both default
FT values (Table 1), with the biggest advantage for low SNR val-
ues. With high SNR, AT and FT (0.001 uncorrected) gives similar
results (Figure 2D).
Spatial accuracy
Due to the fact that the smallest cluster was found by all of the
thresholding methods in only a handful of runs it was excluded
from further analyzes; in other words there were not enough true
positives to reliably estimates border accuracy. For the remaining
cluster sizes, AT outperformed both default FT values in terms
of underestimation of borders, i.e., it showed fewer false nega-
tive voxels (see Figure 3B), but at the same time it performed
worst in terms of overestimation with more false positive voxels
(see Figure 3A). However, the difference was such that AT had
a better overall spatial accuracy, i.e., trade-off between over and
underestimation (see Table A1 and Figures 3C,D). AT provided
a statistically significant improvement in terms of the border
over/under estimation when compared to both of the two FT val-
ues. As in the cluster analysis the effect was stronger for lower SNR
levels, although in case of the highest tested SNR, 0.16, FT 0.001
performed equally well as AT.
Influence of global effects
Pair-wise difference between Dice coefficients for AT and FT
show an overall higher immunity to global noise for AT than
FT (mean difference: 0.32 for FT 0.001 uncorrected; p < 0.0001
and 0.51 for FT 0.05 FWE; p < 0.0001). Global effects lead to
a shift of the overall distribution such that the FT procedures
created clusters of different sizes. By contrast, AT was able to
recover from this confound by shifting the center of the Gaussian
in the mixture model, thus creating clusters of similar sizes.
Looking at the correlation between the applied shift and the esti-
mated mean of the Gaussian component (see Figure 4) showed
A B C D
FIGURE 3 | Illustration of over and underestimation and performances of
the different thresholding methods. At the top is an illustration of an
observed cluster (purple) over the true underlying signal (square outline).
Estimated voxels outside of the true border are in orange and missed voxels
inside the border are in cyan. Below, graphs represent four biases. On the left
are displayed the H-D estimates of the median cluster extent overestimation
(A), i.e., the number of false positive voxels for a particular cluster. Next are
displayed the H-D estimates of the median cluster extent underestimation
(B), i.e., the number of false negative voxels for a particular cluster. Next is
displayed the overestimation and underestimation trade-off (C), i.e.,
differences of the H-D estimates of the medians. Finally on the right hand
side is displayed the pairwise comparison between AT and FT trade-offs (D).
Each row corresponds to different cluster size and whiskers represent 95%
confidence intervals. Due to the fact that the smallest cluster (4× 4) was
found by all of the thresholding methods only in a handful of runs it was
excluded from this plot.
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A B
FIGURE 4 | Estimated mean of the noise component versus the applied distribution shift (A) and the improvement of AT over FT with respect to the
applied distribution shift (B).
that the Gamma-Gaussian mixture model accurately estimated
this effect (r = 0.99, p < 0.0001). Plotting Dice coefficient differ-
ences against the applied distribution shift (see Figure 4) showed
that the increase in reliability came from this shift such that
it varied proportionally with the absolute value of the applied
shift (FT 0.001 uncorrected r = 0.69; p < 0.0001 and FT 0.05
FWE r = 0.34; p < 0.0001). This demonstrates how big an influ-
ence global noise can have on the thresholded maps. Due to
flexibility in the assumptions of the noise distribution, in that
the mean does not necessarily have to be zero, AT managed
to accurately estimate the confounding shift. This lead to bet-
ter recovery of the unshifted maps, which in real world would
translate to better reliability for the same subject between two
sessions.
RELIABILITY EXPERIMENT
For the three evaluated contrasts of the motor task (finger, foot,
and lips), AT provided improvement in terms of between session
Table 3 | Statistical analysis of the pair-wise comparison of Dice
coefficients (AT-FT).
Full brain ROI
0.001 0.05 FWE 0.001 0.05 FWE
High CI 0.057 0.136 0.053 0.243
H-D Median 0.026 0.075 0.021 0.131
Low CI 0.003 0.034 0.001 0.067
P-value 0.026 <0.0001 0.037 <0.0001
P-values were not corrected for multiple comparisons.
Statistically significant tests are highlighted in bold.
Dice overlap over both default FT values (see Table 3). Mapping
of the parameter space (see Figures 5A,B) showed that many
combinations of thresholds can lead to high Dice overlap, and that
highest values were obtained when different thresholds between
sessions were used. The reason behind this phenomenon is that
maximum T-values are often shifted between sessions as evi-
denced by looking at the joint distribution of T-values. Indeed
the tail of the joint distribution is off-diagonal (see Figure 5B),
meaning that voxels in the second scan session have higher or
lower T-values than the same voxels in the first session. This effect
is mostly observed when there is a shift of the overall distribution,
i.e., in the context of a “global effect” (Friston et al., 1990) such
as when temporal noise correlates with the stimuli sequence and
affects the whole brain. Such a between session shift of T-values
in a test-retest study has recently been reported by Raemaekers
et al. (2012). AT attempts to estimate and correct for this effect
by allowing the Gaussian component to have non-zero mean and
having the “activation” and “non-activation” components range
fixed to that mean, leading to a choice of a pair of thresholds
optimal in terms of Dice overlap (see Figure 5C). The effect of
thresholding using fixed vs. adaptive methods can be seen on
Figure 6.
DISCUSSION
Single subject fMRI analyzes have different requirements than
group studies mainly because the SNR is often lower, and one
wants to reveal specific or expected areas and delineate their spa-
tial extent. For these reasons, a fixed threshold strategy is rarely
adopted and each subject’s T-value map tends to be thresh-
olded differently. Here, we propose a method that thresholds each
subject’s statistical map differently, but follows an objective crite-
rion rather than a subjective decision. Indeed, we show that our
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A
B
C
FIGURE 5 | Analysis of the T-map reliability of three selected subjects.
The top row (A) shows between session Dice coefficients for different pairs
of cluster forming thresholds. The middle row (B) shows the upper right
quadrant of the joint distribution of the unthresholded T -values, while the
bottom row (C) shows distributions of T -values from the first and the second
session. “No global effects” (example from finger contrast for subject (1)
illustrates the case where choosing the same threshold for both session is
the optimal course of action; the joint distribution confirms this showing lack
of a consistent between session value shift, while AT manages to infer this
without having access to the joint distribution. “Global shift session 1”
(example from lip movement contrast for subject (2) shows a shift of values
between the sessions. This is clear not only from the joint distribution but
from the two separate distributions. This allows AT to choose a lower
threshold for the second session and optimize the Dice coefficient value.
“Global shift session 2” (example from foot contrast for subject (3) presents
a shift in the opposite direction.
adaptive thresholding method outperforms default fixed thresh-
olds both in terms of trade-off between Type I and Type II cluster
error rates and in terms of spatial accuracy. This increase in
spatial accuracy can also be inferred from the reliability results.
While validity and reliability can be separated in various con-
ditions, we can infer that, for fMRI, the most valid voxels are
the ones detected reliably. Valid and reliable voxels usually cor-
respond to voxels located at the core of a cluster while non-valid
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FIGURE 6 | Thresholded statistical maps of the first subject used in Figure 5. Voxels in green were labeled active in both sessions. Voxels in yellow were
labeled active only in of the sessions (and non active in the other). More yellow voxels indicate bigger between session variance and smaller test–retest reliability.
and non-reliable voxels are located at the cluster borders. Since
AT leads to higher reliability than FT, we can infer that it also
improves clusters delineation in real data sets.
A major source of noise in fMRI time series relates to global
effects. Because of the shift of the overall T-value distribution
below or above 0, a fixed threshold strategy can lead to the under
or overestimation of the true signal. By contrast, we show that
AT can correct for “global effects” by shifting the mean of the
Gaussian component in our Gamma-Gaussian mixture model.
This ability to adapt to noise translates to improved reliability in a
test-retest study on healthy controls. A similar approach has been
used before to remove global effect biases in a session variability
study by Smith et al. (2005), but not in context of thresholding
statistical maps.
Mixture models have been used previously to threshold statis-
tical maps. Most recently Pendse et al. (2009) have used a mixture
of Gaussians to improve FDR control by estimating the empir-
ical null. There are two major differences between this and our
approach. Firstly, inference is performed on the cluster level as
described by Chumbley and Friston (2009), and directly incor-
porates spatial dependencies between voxels. Secondly, when it
comes to border delineation, we are interested in the balance
between false positive and negative errors. Controling for vox-
elwise FDR does not solve the problem of false negative errors,
which as we argue above, are very important in the clinical
context and for single subject analyzes in general. The clos-
est method to our approach is work presented by Woolrich
et al. (2005). Their model also uses a Gamma-Gaussian mix-
ture model, but incorporates spatial information throughMarkov
random field instead of Gaussian Random fields. Such model
is harder to fit than the Gaussian Random fields approach due
to the problems of finding the right spatial regularization coef-
ficients. Also, both approaches do not assume 0 centrality for
the noise component, whereas our model shifts the activation
and deactivation Gamma distribution according to the estimated
Gaussian (noise) mean, thereby providing immunity to global
noise.
In our method we have decided to choose a cluster form-
ing threshold that would minimize the sum of voxelwise false
positive and false negative errors. Modeling the T-values distri-
butions using a mixture of gamma and Gaussian distributions
allows performing such optimization. Higher thresholds yield
more false negative errors and lower thresholds yield more false
positive errors. However, when it comes to the sum of all errors
there is an optimal threshold which is equal to the crossing
point between the Gaussian and Gamma distributions. Our sim-
ulations confirmed this theoretical relation (see Table 2). There
have also been other attempts at creating adaptive thresholding
methods. One of the most notable is activity mapping as per-
centage of local excitement (AMPLE—Voyvodic, 2006). In this
technique, T-values are scaled by a local (within ROI) maximum
value just before thresholding. This results in reduced sensitiv-
ity to sample size and increased test-retest reliability (Voyvodic,
2012). However, this approach does not assume any formalmodel
of noise and signal and does not incorporate spatial information,
although this might not be necessary for small ROIs. It does, on
the other hand, apply different thresholds for different parts of
the brain. In principle it is very likely that characteristics of noise
and signal are not stationary across the brain, but finding ROIs
to fit models locally is not trivial. AMPLE uses ROIS that are
atlas derived, manually drawn (Voyvodic, 2006; Voyvodic et al.,
2009), or semi-automatically discovered from the same activa-
tion signal (Voyvodic, 2012). We aimed at keeping our method
as automated as possible to reduce user input and subjectivity.
Additionally using parcellation derived from activation signal to
establish local parameters used for thresholding the same acti-
vation may introduce “double dipping” biases. Nonetheless, we
can see a potential extension of the method in which mixture
model could be fitted separately to different brain regions. In such
approach parcellation and local thresholding should be done in
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an iterative way so one would inform the other until reaching
convergence.
Because AT separates signal from noise, it was expected to
reduce the false negative rate. Indeed, simulations show that AT
has better Type II cluster error rates than FT, but this comes at
the price of creating more false positive clusters. However, over-
all it achieved a better balance in terms of detection. One possible
explanation for this is that AT tends to use lower cluster forming
thresholds than the default FT values and thus good balance could
be achieved simply by using a lower fixed threshold. Additional
analyzes (see the Appendix) using two such low fixed thresholds,
one corresponding to the mean threshold estimated with AT at
high SNR and the other with AT at low SNR, show that this was
not the case and that AT always outperforms FT because it adjusts
to the estimated strength of the signal, thereby providing a lower
threshold for weak signals and higher threshold for stronger sig-
nals. This results in fewer false negative clusters for weak signal
cases and fewer false positives for strong signal cases. Despite the
good balance obtained between false positive and negative clusters
in our simulations, this method does not provide any guaranteed
statistical properties. It is more of a heuristic approach based on
sound assumptions than an analytical solution. A possible exten-
sion of the method that could improve sensibility is to fix the
cluster forming threshold to a certain point, e.g., 0.05, on the
cumulative density function of the signal distribution rather than
using a point of equal probability between signal and noise. This
would control explicitly for the expected voxel-wise Type II error
rate. However, because this approach would not include informa-
tion about the characteristic of noise, it will not be as accurate in
terms of spatial extend and reliability.
Finally, because AT provides a higher spatial accuracy and
adapts to noise, it also leads to an increase in reliability. In the
context of single subject fMRI analysis, and in particular for
data used in clinical procedures such as presurgical planning, it
is worth noting that spatial accuracy is essential. Of particular
interest here, AT showed much lower underestimation than FT,
which may be useful in clinical situations. Increased spatial reli-
ability in healthy controls also means that one can be confident
that the method will more often detect valid clusters as suggested
by the reduced false negative rate in the simulations. Overall, AT
therefore achieves a better balance than FT approaches, and pro-
vides a new tool for reliably and objectively threshold multiple
single-subject SPMs.
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APPENDIX
COMPARISON OF AT TO FT USING LOWER CLUSTER FORMING
THRESHOLDS
In this additional comparison we looked at two different fixed
thresholds, specifically a lowFTvaluewas set to themean threshold
estimated by AT for low SNR cases and a high FT value was set to
the mean threshold estimated by AT for high SNR cases. Pairwise
trade-off difference showed that AT performs equally well as FT
low and outperforms FT high for low SNR. This is reversed for
high SNR. Therefore using the same fixed threshold (FT low or
high) for any SNR situation leads to spatial inaccuracy of the
border estimation which can be avoided by using AT (Figure A1).
FIGURE A1 | Illustration of over and underestimation, and
performances of AT and FT with low clusterforming thresholds. At the
top is an illustration of an observed cluster (purple) over the true underlying
signal (square outline). Estimated voxels outside of the true border are in
orange and missed voxels inside the border are in cyan. Below, graphs
represent four biases. On the left are displayed the H-D estimates of the
median cluster extent overestimation (number of false positive voxels for a
particular cluster). Next are displayed the H-D estimates of the median
cluster extent underestimation (number of false negative voxels for a
particularcluster).Next is displayed theoverestimationandunderestimation
trade-off (differences of the H-D estimates of the medians). Finally on the
right hand side is displayed the pairwise comparison between AT and FT
trade-offs. Each row corresponds to different cluster size and whiskers
represent 95% confidence intervals. Due to the fact that the smallest
cluster (4 × 4)was found by all of the thresholding methods only in a handful
of runs it was excluded from this plot.
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Table A1 | Statistical analysis the pairwise difference (AT-FT) comparison of spatial accuracy trade-off (see last column of Figure 3).
SNR
0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16
0.001 0.05 FWE 0.001 0.05 FWE 0.001 0.05 FWE 0.001 0.05 FWE 0.001 0.05 FWE
Cluster size 8 × 8 High CI 17.624 −17.949 15.924 −24.583 −0.985 −30.220 0.842 −26.872 0.084 −25.104
H-D median −10.574 −35.951 0.209 −36.159 −4.722 −33.886 −0.208 −28.597 −0.323 −26.397
Low CI −19.000 −41.000 −8.616 −38.967 −7.310 −36.614 −1.961 −30.305 −1.244 −27.710
q-value 0.720 0.000 0.985 0.000 0.031 0.000 0.824 0.000 0.179 0.000
12 × 12 High CI −21.769 −67.618 −22.629 −70.496 −18.924 −71.547 −10.301 −62.223 −2.035 −51.868
H-D median −26.068 −76.810 −25.523 −76.621 −20.370 −74.153 −12.286 −64.090 −3.455 −54.108
Low CI −29.245 −79.166 −27.671 −79.760 −22.375 −75.860 −14.309 −65.932 −4.912 −55.846
q-value 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
16 × 16 High CI −54.657 −137.005 −40.853 −146.946 −29.412 −122.378 −11.873 −93.170 1.494 −65.270
H-D median −62.178 −143.510 −45.686 −152.128 −33.017 −126.985 −14.093 −97.528 0.032 −67.542
Low CI −67.046 −153.732 −49.917 −156.135 −36.206 −132.445 −16.313 −101.854 −1.874 −70.395
q-value 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.976 0.000
20 × 20 High CI −72.921 −204.005 −69.943 −234.604 −40.932 −192.090 −17.569 −130.588 −0.399 −85.261
H-D median −89.445 −218.161 −76.181 −241.916 −44.158 −196.763 −20.186 −137.650 −3.039 −89.292
Low CI −101.879 −228.995 −83.028 −247.105 −46.580 −202.319 −22.103 −144.764 −6.096 −95.166
q-value 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.035 0.000
24 × 24 High CI −136.983 −311.630 −109.479 −344.577 −58.295 −280.437 −20.326 −185.564 3.943 −111.384
H-D median −150.097 −324.914 −120.186 −356.117 −60.786 −287.782 −24.314 −188.970 1.566 −117.165
Low CI −163.942 −336.446 −129.655 −365.877 −64.013 −293.151 −27.205 −192.819 −0.169 −121.351
q-value 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.094 0.000
Q-Values correspond to p-values that were corrected for multiple comparisons using B-H method for controling FDR.
Statistically significant tests are highlighted in bold.
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